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dharmendra has appeared in 306 films he is known as garam dharam in bollywood had
the looks of a real gentle man masculine body of a he man and when it came to his
films he had a very humorous touch in his dialog delivery and the timing dharmendra
s original name is dharam singh deol dharmendra singh deol known as dharmendra is an
award winning legendary hindi film star who has appeared in more than 200 hindi
language films in 1997 he received the filmfare lifetime achievement award for his
contribution to hindi cinema the principality of bhawanigarh is run by a cruel
dissolute man vikram singh who knows his days of absolute power are numbered
satyapriya acharya finds employment in bhawanigarh the meets and marries ranjana
under peculiar circumstances dharmendra kewal krishan deol born 8 december 1935
known mononymously as dharmendra is an indian actor producer and politician who is
primarily known for his work in hindi films nicknamed the he man of bollywood
dharmendra is widely regarded to be amongst the most handsome indian actors of his
time dharmendra filmography the following is a complete list of the filmography of
indian actor dharmendra dharmendra in 2012 actor sholay dharmendra is one of the
biggest stars of indian cinema dharmendra deol played the romantic hero in woman
cedric films from 1960 1968 and became romantic hero from 1968 69 and played the
role of action hero from 1971 1997 dharmendra has appeared in 306 films dharam singh
deol nickname s dharam garam dharam he man of bollywood profession s film actor
producer and former politician physical stats more height approx in centimeters 173
cm in meters 1 73 m tracks0 24 mere mehboob tujhe salam baghavat 5 55 mere dushman
tu meri dosti ko tarse aaye din bahaar ke 11 15 aaja teri yaad aayi charas 16 30
bura mat s dharmendra singh deol popularly known as dharmendra has seamlessly
portrayed a wide array of characters earning him the moniker he man of hindi cinema
let s delve into the compelling and diverse journey that spans over seven
captivating chapters of his remarkable life dharmendra turns 83 today here s an
extract from a biography on the actor born dharminder singh deol on 8 december 1935
in nasrali a peaceful village in ludhiana district punjab to dharmendra was born
with the name dharam singh deol dharam singh deol was born on 8 december 1935 in
nasrali a village in ludhiana district punjab in a jutt sikh family he is an indian
actor film producer and politician dharmendra is an indian film actor best known for
his role in the hindi blockbuster movie sholay 1975 one of the most respected
veteran actors in indian film industry dharmendra is the recipient of the
prestigious filmfare lifetime achievement award for his contribution to hindi cinema
in dinesh vijan s teri baaton mein aisa uljha jiya the iconic dharmendra is billed
as dharmendra singh deol for the first time this change has turned into a kind of
national debate on why the actor has done what he has at this late stage in his life
and career dharmendra originally named dharam singh deol was born on 8th december
1935 in sahnewal a quaint village in india he is renowned as a versatile indian
actor accomplished producer and esteemed politician dharmendra is an indian actor a
film producer and a former politician he is the action king and he man of bollywood
dharmendra is one of the versatile actors of the bollywood industry and the
recipient of padma bhushan india s third highest civilian honour by the government
of india in a surprising revelation during the opening credits dharmendra who has
been an integral part of the indian film industry since his acting debut in 1960
with dil bhi tera hum bhi tere has ajit singh dharmendra an illiterate truck driver
learns from his dying adoptive mother that he is the only surviving son of an honest
cop who was killed and his entire family obliterated by the dreaded dacoit bharat
thakur ajit and so he swears revenge dharmendra has surprised his fans by changing
his on screen name after 64 years find out the reason behind this unexpected move
and get all the details about his latest movie dharmendra deol aapkadharam instagram
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photos and videos 2m followers 197 following 671 posts dharmendra deol aapkadharam
on instagram actor producer poet twitter com aapkadharam facebook com aapkadharam 7
likes 0 comments dharmendra singh surya on june 24 2024



dharmendra imdb May 26 2024
dharmendra has appeared in 306 films he is known as garam dharam in bollywood had
the looks of a real gentle man masculine body of a he man and when it came to his
films he had a very humorous touch in his dialog delivery and the timing dharmendra
s original name is dharam singh deol

dharmendra the movie database tmdb Apr 25 2024
dharmendra singh deol known as dharmendra is an award winning legendary hindi film
star who has appeared in more than 200 hindi language films in 1997 he received the
filmfare lifetime achievement award for his contribution to hindi cinema

25 best movies of dharmendra imdb Mar 24 2024
the principality of bhawanigarh is run by a cruel dissolute man vikram singh who
knows his days of absolute power are numbered satyapriya acharya finds employment in
bhawanigarh the meets and marries ranjana under peculiar circumstances

dharmendra wikipedia Feb 23 2024
dharmendra kewal krishan deol born 8 december 1935 known mononymously as dharmendra
is an indian actor producer and politician who is primarily known for his work in
hindi films nicknamed the he man of bollywood dharmendra is widely regarded to be
amongst the most handsome indian actors of his time

dharmendra filmography wikipedia Jan 22 2024
dharmendra filmography the following is a complete list of the filmography of indian
actor dharmendra dharmendra in 2012

dharmendra biography imdb Dec 21 2023
actor sholay dharmendra is one of the biggest stars of indian cinema dharmendra deol
played the romantic hero in woman cedric films from 1960 1968 and became romantic
hero from 1968 69 and played the role of action hero from 1971 1997 dharmendra has
appeared in 306 films

dharmendra height age wife children family biography Nov
20 2023
dharam singh deol nickname s dharam garam dharam he man of bollywood profession s
film actor producer and former politician physical stats more height approx in
centimeters 173 cm in meters 1 73 m

dharmendra hit songs jukebox vol 2 evergreen old hindi
Oct 19 2023
tracks0 24 mere mehboob tujhe salam baghavat 5 55 mere dushman tu meri dosti ko
tarse aaye din bahaar ke 11 15 aaja teri yaad aayi charas 16 30 bura mat s



dharmendra 7 fascinating chapters in the life of
bollywood Sep 18 2023
dharmendra singh deol popularly known as dharmendra has seamlessly portrayed a wide
array of characters earning him the moniker he man of hindi cinema let s delve into
the compelling and diverse journey that spans over seven captivating chapters of his
remarkable life

dharmendra the man who saw tomorrow an extract from Aug
17 2023
dharmendra turns 83 today here s an extract from a biography on the actor born
dharminder singh deol on 8 december 1935 in nasrali a peaceful village in ludhiana
district punjab to

dharmendra biography height life story super stars bio
Jul 16 2023
dharmendra was born with the name dharam singh deol dharam singh deol was born on 8
december 1935 in nasrali a village in ludhiana district punjab in a jutt sikh family
he is an indian actor film producer and politician

dharmendra biography childhood life achievements
timeline Jun 15 2023
dharmendra is an indian film actor best known for his role in the hindi blockbuster
movie sholay 1975 one of the most respected veteran actors in indian film industry
dharmendra is the recipient of the prestigious filmfare lifetime achievement award
for his contribution to hindi cinema

dharmendra on name change 64 years after b town debut i
May 14 2023
in dinesh vijan s teri baaton mein aisa uljha jiya the iconic dharmendra is billed
as dharmendra singh deol for the first time this change has turned into a kind of
national debate on why the actor has done what he has at this late stage in his life
and career

dharmendra biography height age wife children family Apr
13 2023
dharmendra originally named dharam singh deol was born on 8th december 1935 in
sahnewal a quaint village in india he is renowned as a versatile indian actor
accomplished producer and esteemed politician

dharmendra wiki age family wife biography more wikibio
Mar 12 2023
dharmendra is an indian actor a film producer and a former politician he is the
action king and he man of bollywood dharmendra is one of the versatile actors of the
bollywood industry and the recipient of padma bhushan india s third highest civilian



honour by the government of india

64 years after his debut dharmendra is now using a new
on Feb 11 2023
in a surprising revelation during the opening credits dharmendra who has been an
integral part of the indian film industry since his acting debut in 1960 with dil
bhi tera hum bhi tere has

pratigya 1975 film wikipedia Jan 10 2023
ajit singh dharmendra an illiterate truck driver learns from his dying adoptive
mother that he is the only surviving son of an honest cop who was killed and his
entire family obliterated by the dreaded dacoit bharat thakur ajit and so he swears
revenge

dharmendra changes his name on screen 64 years after his
Dec 09 2022
dharmendra has surprised his fans by changing his on screen name after 64 years find
out the reason behind this unexpected move and get all the details about his latest
movie

dharmendra deol aapkadharam instagram photos and videos
Nov 08 2022
dharmendra deol aapkadharam instagram photos and videos 2m followers 197 following
671 posts dharmendra deol aapkadharam on instagram actor producer poet twitter com
aapkadharam facebook com aapkadharam

instagram video by dharmendra singh suryaa jun 24 2024
at Oct 07 2022
7 likes 0 comments dharmendra singh surya on june 24 2024
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